FUTURE SCHEDULES

The Pac-12 annually releases conference game schedules (dates and opponents) in the fall, as league officials work with our television partners (ABC/ESPN, FOX/FOX Sports 1, Pac-12 Networks) on potential dates; however, the opponents each year are known.

2020

September 5 at Colorado State
September 12 at Fresno State
September 19 at Texas A&M
PAC-12 HOME (5): ARIZONA STATE-OREGON STATE-USC-WASHINGTON
PAC-12 ROAD (5): ARIZONA-OREGON STATE-UCSB-WASHINGTON

2021

September 4 at Northern Colorado
September 11 at Texas A&M
September 18 at Minnesota
PAC-12 HOME (4): ARIZONA-OREGON STATE-USC-WASHINGTON
PAC-12 ROAD (4): ARIZONA-OREGON STATE-UCSB-WASHINGTON

2022

September 3 at TCU
September 10 at Air Force
September 17 at Minnesota
PAC-12 HOME (5): ARIZONA STATE-OREGON-UCSB-WASHINGTON
PAC-12 ROAD (4): ARIZONA-OREGON STATE-USC-WASHINGTON

2023

September 2 at TCU
September 9 at Nebraska

2018 RESULTS (5-7, 2-7 PAC-12)

Date | CU* | Opponent | Opp* | TV | Result | 2018 Record
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Aug. 31 | NR | Colorado State (N; Denver) | NR | CBS-SN | W 45-13 | 3-9
Sept. 8 | NR | at Nebraska | NR | ABC | W 33-28 | 4-8
Sept. 15 | RV | New Hampshire | ---- | PAC12MT | W 45-14 | 4-7
Sept. 28 | RV | UCLA (N) | NR | FS-1 | W 38-16 | 3-9
Oct. 6 | 21 | Arizona State (FW) | RV | PAC12 | W 28-21 | 7-6
Oct. 13 | 19 | at Southern California (N) | NR | FS-1 | L 20-31 | 5-7
Oct. 20 | 20 | at Washington | 15 | FOX | L 13-27 | 10-4
Oct. 27 | RV | Oregon State (HC) | NR | PAC12 | L 34-41 OT | 2-10
Nov. 2 | NR | at Arizona (N) | NR | FS-1 | L 34-42 | 5-7
Nov. 10 | NR | Washington State (N) | 9 | ESPN | L 7-31 | 11-2
Nov. 17 | NR | Utah | 21 | PAC12 | L 7-30 | 9-5
Nov. 24 | NR | at California | NR | PAC12 | L 21-33 | 7-6

(KEY: *—AP rank at time of game; o—Pac-12 Conference game; N—Night game; HC—Homecoming; FW—Family Weekend.)
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ON THE COVER: New Colorado head coach Mel Tucker with Boulder’s Flatirons in the background from the Champion Center rooftop.

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE

Coaches/Staff

Jimmy BRUMBAUGH (brum-bah)
Darin CHIAVERINI (shiv-ah-ree-knee)
Darian HAGAN (hay-gun)
Chris KAPILOVIC (kuh-pil-oh-vick)
Brian MICHALOWSKI (michael-ow-ski)
Al PUPUNU (poo-poo-h-new)
TREVARES Tillman (truh-varr-es)

Players

Daniel ARIAS (are-e-us)
Clayton BACA (bah-cah)
Beau BISHARAT (bish-er-rot)
MEHKI Blackmon (muh-kye as in eye)
JAREK BROUSSARD (jerek brew-sard)
Legend BRUMBAUGH (brum-bah)
Jacob CALLIER (cal-ee-A)
Curtis CHIAVERINI (shiv-ah-ree-knee)
Grant CICCARONE (sis-a-roan)
John DEITCHMAN (dysh-mon)
Jeremiah DOSS (duhse)
NU’UMOTU FALO (noo-ooh-mow-too follow)
Frank FILLIP (philip)
Alex FONETONOT (font-en-know)
Joshua GUSTO (goo-stew)
URYAN Hudson (you-ruhn)
MUSTAF Johnson (moo-stoff-uh)
JANAZ Jordan (juhn-nezz)
AKIL Jones (ah-keel)
Joshua JONES (rhymes with nines)
Kary KUTSCH (kooch)
Heston LAMETA (lah-meta)
TARIK Luckett (tuh-reek)
Tim LYNOTT (lynn-knot)
Choice LYLTE (lie-tuhl; hard T)
Tyler LYLTE (lie-dull; soft T)
Nico MAGRI (ma-gee)
Jared MANGHAM (mang-ham)
Sam NOYER (nay-er)
MIKAL ONU (mih-kale oh-new)
NIKKO POHAHAU (knee-ko poe-huh-how)
Jared POPLAWSKI (pop-o-law-ski)
Colby PURSELL (per-sell)
Derrion RAKESTRAW (rake-straw)
KANAN Ray (kay-ninn)
NA’TIM Rodman (nay-eem)
Jalen SAMI (sah-me)
VAOTOFU SAUVAO (vah-toof-sah-ooh-vow-oo)
LAVISKA SHENALTAU (lu-visk-uh shuh-nault)
VONTAE SHENALTAU (von-tay shuh-nault)
Dante SPARCO (spuh-rock-oh)
James STEFANOU (stef-chur-uh)
DAVION Taylor (day-vee-on)
Alex TCHANGHAN (cham-um)
Trey UDOFFIA (U-doe-fee-uh)
Jonathan Van DIEST (rhymes w/east)